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Abstract

We present the relationship between surface roughness and dark current measured for avalanche photodiodes with

InGaAs absorbers and thin InAlAs multiplication layers fabricated from material grown lattice-matched to InP by

molecular beam epitaxy. In particular, the leakage current at unity gain measured for sets of 125mm diameter devices

was found to have an exponential dependence upon the peak-to-peak surface roughness of the material, and was

characterized by an order of magnitude increase for every 15 nm of roughness. We also present the results of an atomic

force microscope study of surface morphology and growth conditions, interpreting the results in the context of

diffusional versus convective growth modes. The best material was obtained at a substrate temperature of 500�C and an

arsenic beam pressure of 8� 10�6 Torr; the smooth growth window was bounded on the high-arsenic/low-temperature

side by roughness resulting from low adatom surface mobility, and on the low-arsenic/high-temperature side by

nonstoichiometric arsenic deficient growth.

r 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

We have previously reported molecular beam
epitaxy (MBE)-grown avalanche photodiodes
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(APDs) with InGaAs absorbers and thin InAlAs
multiplication layers fabricated in highly uniform
12� 12 and 18� 18 arrays [1,2]. We have also
demonstrated individual devices which we believe
to be the largest of their type yet reported (1mm),
and impact-ionization-engineered (I2E) multiplica-
tion layers with extremely low excess noise [2,3].
Several growth attempts were necessary in each
d.
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Fig. 1. Layer schematic and band edge diagram of how a

SACM design (right) reduces tunneling leakage in long-

wavelength APDs.
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case to produce wafers suitable for the studies in
question because of variations in device perfor-
mance that were traced to run-to-run variations in
material quality. In particular, it was empirically
found that APDs fabricated from wafers with
moderately rough surfaces tended to exhibit high
dark leakage currents. Similar observations have
been reported in the past relating interface
morphology in heterostructures to optical and
electronic properties, such as photoluminescence
(PL) line width, electron mobility, and transport
lifetimes [4–6]. This paper examines the impact of
growth conditions upon wafer morphology and
presents an empirical relationship between surface
roughness and APD dark current.

1.1. Epitaxially-grown SACM APDs

The control over layer composition, thickness,
and dopant density afforded by epitaxial growth
allows several refinements of APD design that are
not possible to implement in homojunction APDs
formed by standard dopant diffusion techniques.
The low bandgap material necessary to receive the
long-wavelength (1310–1550 nm) light relevant to
fiberoptic telecommunications is susceptible to
leakage via interband tunneling when placed under
strong bias. This source of dark current can be
suppressed by isolating the low-bandgap material
in a dedicated absorption layer in which the
electric field is moderated by an adjacent charge
layer: the separate absorption, charge, and multi-
plication (SACM) design, as diagramed in Fig. 1
[7]. SACM APDs can also be modulated faster
than homojunction APDs because photogenera-
tion of carriers is confined to a single layer, which
shortens the impulse response of the detector [7,8].
A second advantage of epitaxial growth is the
opportunity to engineer the multiplication layer so
as to produce spatial correlations between impact
ionization events, thereby suppressing multiplica-
tion noise [9,10]. However, these advanced designs
typically involve multiplication layers on the order
of 150–200 nm thick, supporting fields above
400 kV cm�1. Consequently, small variations in
film thickness caused by rough growth can have a
large impact on device function. In particular,
premature breakdown can occur at thin spots in
the multiplication layer, allowing dark current to
pass through the conductive microplasmas that
form. Growth of smooth layers of uniform
thickness is therefore essential.

1.2. Growth mode and surface roughness

Surface morphology of unstrained thin films
depends upon the relative balance between diffu-
sive and convective mass flow during growth.
Following the discussion of Tsao, growth mode
can be categorized by a Peclet number expressing
the ratio between step flow velocity driven by the
arrival of new adatoms (convective mass flow) and
the surface diffusion velocity of those adatoms
[11]:

P ¼
L2 � r

D
; ð1:1Þ

where L is the average spacing between monolayer
steps, r is the deposition rate in monolayers
per second, and D is the surface diffusion constant.
When P51; diffusion dominates and growth

proceeds by the step-flow mechanism in which
group-III adatoms migrate to step edges, where
they preferentially incorporate. Step-flow condi-
tions produce very smooth surfaces since the
adatoms tend to fill in depressions and erase
irregularities. On the other hand, when P>1
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Fig. 2. RHEED intensity oscillations of InAlAs (top) and

InGaAs (bottom) grown at different substrate temperatures. As

the substrate temperature is raised, adatom diffusivity increases

and diffusion-driven step flow growth becomes favored. The

InGaAs RHEED oscillations disappear at a lower temperature

than the InAlAs oscillations because InGaAs is less sticky and

diffuses better at lower temperatures.
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diffusion cannot keep pace with the arrival of new
adatoms, and growth proceeds by a two-dimen-
sional nucleation process in which the surface
becomes segmented into island-like clusters which
grow and coalesce. Depending upon the particu-
lars, the islands may stay two-dimensional, peri-
odically forming complete monolayers and
preserving a smooth surface (small P), or they
may pile up into three-dimensional mounds,
forming a rough surface divided into a network
of cells (large P). Growth mode can therefore be
manipulated by controlling P: L varies with the
vicinal angle of the substrate; r is controlled
directly by the grower; D largely depends upon
adatom lifetime and surface migration velocity (a
function of substrate temperature, the bond
strength of each chemical species, and arsenic
overpressure).
It should be emphasized at this point that the

materials in question are lattice-matched both to
their substrate and to each other, so the well-
known islanding mechanisms associated with
growth of strained layers are not active. Except
for the extreme case of arsenic deficiency, lattice-
matching of AlGaInAs is insensitive to variation
of arsenic overpressure and substrate temperature,
as its stoichiometry is established by the group-III
fluxes. Thus, it can be said with a fair degree of
assurance that variations in surface morphology
brought about by variations of temperature and
excess arsenic pressure are dictated by the trans-
port considerations outlined above, rather than
strain effects.

1.3. The AlGaInAs material system

The AlGaInAs material system grown lattice-
matched to InP bears some resemblance to the
more conventional AlGaAs/GaAs material sys-
tem. AlGaInAs grown by MBE is typically
synthesized as a digital alloy of the two lattice-
matched ternaries In0.53Ga0.47As and In0.52
Al0.48As, just as AlGaAs is commonly synthesized
from the binaries GaAs and AlAs. As in the
AlGaAs/GaAs material system, the aluminum-
containing compound (InAlAs) forms stronger
bonds and tends to grow by islanding and
coalescence rather than step flow [12]. As shown
in Fig. 2, this is evident from observation of
reflection high-energy electron diffraction
(RHEED) intensity oscillations, which cannot be
seen during pure step flow growth because they
originate from cycles of partial and complete
monolayer coverage on the growing surface.
Therefore, low adatom surface mobility and
consequent three-dimensional islanding is one
possible source of surface roughness in this
material system. Higher substrate temperature
and lower arsenic overpressure both favor smooth
diffusion-driven growth because they act to
increase adatom lifetime and diffusional range.
Thus, InAlAs can be grown hotter than InGaAs
to improve material optical quality and reduce
alloy clustering [12,13]. However, the substrate
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temperature and arsenic beam flux conditions
which allow smooth growth are bounded by
regions of the system’s phase diagram in which
stoichiometric AlGaInAs is no longer stable, and
the growing surface decomposes into metal dro-
plets and arsenic vapor. Thus, smooth AlGaInAs
growth can only be obtained within a narrow
window bounded by rough three-dimensional
islanding on one side, and arsenic deficiency on
the other.
Fig. 3. Layer schematic of one DBR period appropriate for

optoelectronic applications at 1550nm.45.5 periods were grown

to make the 10.5mm structures used to investigate the relation-

ship between growth conditions and surface morphology in

very thick structures. The layers consist of pure InAlAs and

In0.53Ga0.38Al0.10As with graded interfaces.
2. Experimental procedure and results

The experimental work reported on in this paper
was conducted in two parts. The investigation of
growth conditions, growth mode, and surface
morphology was based upon a set of five samples
grown under varying conditions and evaluated by
AFM. The relationship between surface morphol-
ogy and dark current was determined by measur-
ing the I–V characteristics of identical devices
fabricated from five SACM APD wafers of similar
design but differing roughness.

2.1. Material growth

All samples discussed in this paper were grown
in a Varian Gen-II solid source MBE chamber at a
rate of 1monolayer per second on InP substrates
oriented 0.5� off the (1 0 0) plane towards the
(1 1 1)A plane. Lattice-matching was verified to be
better than 0.16% by X-ray diffraction and growth
rates were calibrated to within 1–2% by optical
cavity measurements; both calibrations were tied
to group-III beam fluxes to allow reproducibility
from run-to-run. Substrate temperature was mon-
itored using optical pyrometry.
Prior to growth, removal of surface oxide from

the virgin substrate was accomplished by rapid
heating under vacuum. Substrate temperature was
ramped from 500�C to 530�C in the span of 15 s,
with a minimal (10�6 Torr) arsenic flux supplied
once the substrate passed through 520�C. Growth
was initiated immediately once the substrate
reached 530�C in order to minimize exchange
reactions between the supplied arsenic and the
phosphorus in the substrate.
2.2. Growth conditions, growth mode and surface

morphology

The vicinal angle of the miscut substrates used
in this study was chosen to be compatible with the
epitaxial growth of InP, which was optimized in a
separate investigation. Further, production of
thick structures becomes impractical for growth
rates much below 1monolayer per second, so the
growth rate was held constant during this study.
Substrate temperature and arsenic beam flux—the
two remaining levers for controlling growth
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mode—were varied in order to find conditions for
smooth AlGaInAs growth.

2.2.1. Sample set

Two structures were examined in this study. As
shown in Fig. 3, graded 10.5 mm distributed Bragg
reflectors (DBRs) of a type appropriate for
optoelectronic applications at 1550 nm were grown
to investigate the relationship between growth
conditions and surface morphology in very thick
structures. Although diffusion-driven growth
tends to smooth out surface features as more
material accumulates, surface roughness caused by
low adatom surface mobility or arsenic deficiency
tends to worsen with continued growth. Therefore,
subtle differences in growth mode can more easily
be detected by examining tall structures than thin
ones. Past experience had indicated that optimal
growth conditions for AlGaInAs on InP occur
near 10�5 Torr of arsenic overpressure at a
Fig. 4. APD layer schematic. The wafer grown for the growth

mode study had a 2000 (A multiplication layer; the wafers grown

for the dark current study had either a 1500 or 2000 (A thick

multiplication layer.

Table 1

Growth conditions and RMS surface roughness of the samples grow

Sample Thickness (mm) Growth temperature (�C

DBR 10.5 500

DBR 10.5 500

DBR 10.5 500

DBR 10.5 550a

APD 3 500

aOnly the InAlAs was grown at this temperature; the In0.53Ga0.38A
substrate temperature of 500�C. In order to
observe the predicted marginal improvement of
surface morphology with increased adatom life-
time—up to the onset of arsenic deficiency, that
is—three DBR structures were grown at 500�C
under arsenic beam fluxes of 4� 10�6, 6� 10�6,
and 8� 10�6 Torr. The InAlAs portions of a
fourth DBR were grown at 550�C under
8� 10�6 Torr of arsenic to test for improved
morphology resulting from higher Al adatom
surface mobility. The fifth structure studied, as
shown in Fig. 4, was a 3 mm SACM APD wafer
grown at 500�C under 1.2� 10�5 Torr of arsenic.
This last sample was grown in order to find the
onset of rough three-dimensional growth caused
by low adatom lifetime, the severity of which
makes it detectible in shorter structures.

2.2.2. Results

Surface roughness was extracted from AFM
images of all five wafers; the results are tabulated
in Table 1 and three AFM images are shown in
Fig. 5a, b, and c. Optimal results were obtained
from the sample grown at 500�C under
8� 10�6 Torr of arsenic; a metal-rich polycrystal-
line surface was obtained from the lowest arsenic
growth, whereas the highest arsenic growth gave
rise to significant three-dimensional islanding.
These results illustrate two points. First, the

variations of surface roughness in the structurally-
identical DBR samples indicate that growth
conditions—and not interfacial composition—are
the origin of the observed roughness. Second, the
range of observed behavior—islanding at high
arsenic overpressure and faceting at low arsenic
overpressure—is in keeping with what one would
expect from a smooth growth window bounded by
n to study growth mode and surface morphology

) Arsenic flux (Torr) RMS roughness (nm)

8� 10-6 1.88

6� 10-6 5.38

4� 10-6 157.78

8� 10-6 9.15

1.2� 10-5 7.06

l0.10As was grown at 500�C.
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Fig. 5. AFM images of 4 samples grown at 500�C under an

arsenic beam fluxes of (a) 4� 10�6 Torr (DBR), (b)

8� 10�6 Torr (DBR), and (c) 1.2� 10�5 Torr (APD, sample

C), and (d) 8� 10�6 Torr (APD, sample A).
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low adatom lifetime on one side and loss of
stoichiometry on the other.

2.3. Surface morphology and dark current

The relationship between surface morphology
and APD characteristics was investigated by
studying devices fabricated from five SACM
APD wafers of similar design but varying rough-
ness. These samples were selected from a set of
wafers grown in support of previously published
studies, and—except for the smoothest sample—
represent ‘‘failed’’ growths in which equipment
problems allowed substrate temperature to stray
outside the optimal range for the arsenic pressure
used in Refs. [1,2]. Surface roughness was ex-
tracted from AFM images of the wafers.

2.3.1. Sample set

All five wafers share the layer structure shown
previously in Fig. 4. Surface roughness, expressed
both as an RMS value and a peak-to-peak value,
are tabulated in Table 2, and AFM images of two
APD wafers are shown in Fig. 5c (sample C), and
5d (sample A). Sets of 125 mm diameter APDs were
fabricated from each wafer using a process
described elsewhere [1]. I–V characteristics were
measured for 15 devices from each wafer, and dark
current was measured at the unity gain bias point
(15V).

2.3.2. Results

The strong dependence of dark current upon
surface roughness is evident when I–V character-
istics representative of devices fabricated from
different wafers are compared side-by-side, as
shown in Fig. 6. Fig. 7 is a plot of unity gain dark
current against peak-to-peak roughness and re-
veals an exponential relationship between the two
quantities, amounting to an order-of-magnitude
increase for every 15 nm of roughness.
We believe that this behavior can be understood

in terms of inhomogeneous breakdown: formation
of microplasmas at thin areas in the multiplication
region. Just as an exponential rise in current
results from a linear increase in bias (and therefore
field strength) in the case of a healthy APD during
controlled avalanche multiplication, the premature
breakdown of a small region inside an APD results
in something similar when dark current is con-
sidered. Surface roughness arising from large P

(convective growth) accumulates as growth pro-
ceeds and so is indicative of variations in layer
thickness throughout the structure. Accordingly,
the peak-to-peak roughness of the wafer should
reflect the scale of the multiplication layer’s
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Fig. 7. Plot of unity gain dark current versus peak-to-peak

roughness, revealing an exponential relationship between the

two quantities. There is an order-of-magnitude increase in dark

current for every 15 nm of roughness.

Table 2

Schedule of samples used in the dark current study

Sample M-layer

thickness ( (A)

Peak-to-peak

(nm); RMS

roughness (nm)

A 2000 9.93 ; 1.05

B 2000 39.29 ; 4.86

C 2000 46.15 ; 7.06

D 1500 25.59 ; 4.40

E 1500 41.54 ; 5.19

The samples cover a broad range of roughness, and the

dependence of unity gain dark current to peak-to-peak rough-

ness is evident in Fig. 7, regardless of the difference in

multiplication layer thickness.

Fig. 6. I–V characteristics of APDs fabricated from samples A,

B, and C, with differing amounts of surface roughness, as

described in Table 2.
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thickness variations, and in particular, its thinnest
excursions. Since field strength is inversely propor-
tional to the distance over which the potential
drops inside an APD, it is sensible that dark
current arising from premature breakdown should
increase exponentially with a linear increase in
peak-to-peak roughness.
One might object to this explanation on the

grounds that surface roughness does not necessa-
rily reflect the morphology of underlying layers.
While it is true that surface roughness can arise
suddenly with a change in layer composition and
just as rapidly be obscured by succeeding layers,
such phenomena respectively involve a sudden
change in stoichiometry (lattice constant) and
diffusion-dominated growth, neither of which
apply in this instance. Moreover, having demon-
strated control over surface roughness by means of
arsenic pressure, we can be confident that the
origin of the roughness lies in transport phenom-
ena.
3. Conclusions

A narrow window for smooth AlGaInAs
growth by MBE on InP has been identified and
related to the mechanism of growth. Further, an
empirical relationship between the surface rough-
ness of an APD wafer as-grown and the dark
current found for devices fabricated from that
wafer has been discovered. Taken together, these
findings constitute both a recipe for minimizing
dark current in SACM APDs with thin multi-
plication regions, and a basis for evaluating the
quality of SACM APD material prior to device
fabrication and testing.
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